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 The professional land surveying community is truly remarkable. This profession does not 

hesitate to help its colleagues. A steady response from surveyors across the country, began the 

moment news reports of Harvey’s destruction were broadcast. To each of you, who have already 

donated to the NSPSF DRF, thank you for your immediate generosity. 

 

 The National Society of Professional Surveyors Foundation, Inc. (NSPSF) was incorporated in 

1995. NSPSF is dedicated to promoting educational, scientific and charitable activities in the 

fields of surveying, mapping and land information sciences. NSPSF maintains and awards 

various scholarships for aspiring surveyors and supports educational programs helping current 

professionals enhance their knowledge and expertise. NSPSF also maintains funds and programs 

to assist members of our profession in times of unexpected need. Among these funds is the DRF. 

 

 Through the Disaster Relief Fund, NSPSF assists surveyors, from all parts of the country 

affected by disasters of all kinds. This assistance is available, whether the applicant is a member 

of NSPS or not.  

 

  Many NSPSF programs were established and are supported by funds dedicated for the 

programs specific purpose. This is not the case with the NSPSF DRF. The DRF is funded solely 

through contributions from the many generous members of the professional surveying 

community. The funds in the DRF are used for no other purpose. Over the years the NSPSF has 

responded to numerous requests and distributed funds to surveyors in need. Time and again the 

profession has responded by replenishing the DRF. To date the NSPSF DRF has been able to 

respond to each request we have received from Texas. 

 

 With some urgency we must emphasize the affects of Harvey on Texas have been profound and 

now this has been compounded by Irma’s devastation in Florida and the wild fires over several 

western states. The NSPSF DRF wants to continue to respond to every request we can. This will 

only be possible with the continued support of the surveying community and its network of 

surveying companies and corporate sponsors. If you have not donated to the DRF, please make a 

contribution today. If you have already donated and can extend your generosity please contribute 

again. NSPSF has been fortunate to have funds in place as needs arise. Through your generosity 

NSPSF will be able to continue to provide help whenever it is needed, and again thank you to all 

of you! 

 

 Robert Dahn, NSPSF Trustee 

 



P.S. NSPSF membership is separate from NSPS membership and requires your individual effort 

to become a member. Please become an NSPSF member today. Foundation membership helps 

support all our programs. NSPSF is a 501c3, your donations are tax deductible and the rewards 

are worth so much more. 

 


